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Early vision: Ubiquitous Computing

In 1991 Mark Weiser, then of Xerox PARC, 
envisioned  

…”a world in which objects of all kinds 
could sense, communicate, analyze, 
and act or react to people and other 
machines autonomously”
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The basic principle

By connecting more devices, 

– Enable more complete view of interacting 
machines, devices and systems

– Enable better prediction, and more 
effective interventions

– Enable entirely new views and wider 
range of interventions/opportunities
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Technologies Enabling the Internet of Things
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In Transportation
Personal travel– connected traveler
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Places user at center of web of connectivity, and always-on, always-aware 
devices and services, reduces friction in pursuit of daily activity patterns. 
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IoT and the City: Complex Urban Operations



In Transportation

Logistics and manufacturing– connected 
factories, inventories, distribution centers, 
components, packages, vehicles, drivers, 
dispatchers and customers

– Enable more complete view of entire system
– Integrating production, inventory, distribution 

processes and decisions
– Supports business intelligence and various 

value-enhancing analytics.
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Gartner’s Hype Cycle fo Emerging Technologies, 2015 



Gartner’s Hype Cycle fo Emerging Technologies, 2013

Source: Gartner (August 2013)



Sources of value-added
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Can Your IoT Device Do This?
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IoT and Mobility:  Opportunities

FOR INDIVIDUAL USERS
• Enhanced User Experience
• Telemobility
• Connected Life

FOR SYSTEM OPERATORS
• Greater efficiencies
• Smart Cities

FOR THIRD PARTIES
• UNBOUNDED OPPORTUNITIES!



Key takeaways
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1. Connectivity and IoT increase opportunity for user, system, 
and third parties.

2. The more we connect, the more we integrate different 
sectors (sources of data), the greater the potential.

3. Transportation and mobility industries undergoing major 
disruptive influences: technology, players, concepts.

4. Biggest hurdles on system aspects, public sector side.
5. IoT is on top of hype cycle; the key to avoiding the trough 

of disillusionment is to develop smaller-scale, manageable, 
specific implementations to “show the money”.

6. Many challenges ahead, and many more opportunities



Key Questions
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1. Architecture:  will a dominant IoT platform emerge, 
applicable across different domains (hence dramatically 
increasing opportunity)?  More likely to see smaller impact, 
big publicity value throughout. 

2. Who  leads in this process? The device side (manufacturers 
of devices), system integrators on  the data side, analytics 
and app developers? Is there a role for public policy?

3. How open should IoT data platform be? Make room for 
Innovation and entrepreneurial zeal? Cyber fears to allay.
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